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Abstract: For the past several decades, research in understanding the molecular basis of human aging has progressed
significantly with the analysis of premature aging syndromes. Progerin, an altered form of lamin A, has been identified as the
cause of premature aging in Hutchinson‐Gilford Progeria Syndrome (HGPS), and may be a contributing causative factor in normal
aging. However, the question of whether HGPS actually recapitulates the normal aging process at the cellular and organismal
level, or simply mimics the aging phenotype is widely debated. In the present study we analyzed publicly available microarray
datasets for fibroblasts undergoing cellular aging in culture, as well as fibroblasts derived from young, middle‐age, and old‐age
individuals, and patients with HGPS. Using GeroScope pathway analysis and drug discovery platform we analyzed the activation
states of 65 major cellular signaling pathways. Our analysis reveals that signaling pathway activation states in cells derived from
chronologically young patients with HGPS strongly resemble cells taken from normal middle‐aged and old individuals. This
clearly indicates that HGPS may truly represent accelerated aging, rather than being just a simulacrum. Our data also points to
potential pathways that could be targeted to develop drugs and drug combinations for both HGPS and normal aging.

INTRODUCTION

to unravel the physiological, cellular and molecular
mechanisms of aging. A potentially successful approach
involves the analysis of naturally occurring aging
disorders [1,2]. Premature aging is particularly
manifested in the rare genetic condition, HutchinsonGilford Progeria Syndrome or HGPS [3], which is a
disease with major phenotypic features of accelerated

Premature aging disorders as models to understand
human aging
The complexity of human aging has eluded biologists
and physicians for decades, leading to a concerted effort
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cellular, physiological, and anatomical aging of most
major tissues and organs [4,5].

known characteristics of “normal” aging are
recapitulated in HGPS. The major difference may
simply be one of cause and effect. What we see as
aging, is an “effect” rather than a “cause”; for example
shortening of telomeres can be a cause of aging, damage
to mitochondria can be a cause of aging, aneuploidy can
be a cause of aging, stem cell depletion can be a cause
of aging, and so forth [20]. All of these cellular
pathologies, and more, can be causative in normal
aging, and what we call aging is the consequence, or
effect of these incidents that we define as “cause”. In
HGPS, while the primary cause may be overproduction
of Progerin, the secondary downstream causes and
consequential effects are almost indistinguishable from
normal aging, and therefore the condition appears to be
very similar or indistinguishable from regular
chronological aging.

The most frequent HGPS mutation is a de novo
autosomal dominant single base substitution in exon 11
of the LMNA gene (C1824T) that activates a cryptic
splice site leading to the translation of a truncated laminA variant known as Progerin [6]. Progerin remains
irreversibly farnesylated and is toxic to cells [7]. Progerin
has also been detected in normal individuals throughout
their lifespan beginning at 1 month of age [8]; its
accumulation leads to DNA damage and is manifested in
the molecular response of ATR and ATM activation as
well as phosphorylation of Chk1, Chk2 and p53 [9, 10].
Also, fibroblasts from HGPS patients are slower in
recruitment of DNA damage response proteins such as
p53 binding protein 1(53BP1), thereby indicating
defective DNA repair pathways [11].

In a previous comparative microarray analysis we
defined a set of 361 genes that showed at least a 2-fold
statistically significant alteration in HGPS compared to
normal controls; extracellular matrix proteins and
transcription factors were the most affected categories,
with growth-arrest specific transcription factor
MEOX2/GAX being the most significantly affected
gene [5]. We have undertaken the current analysis to
widen the scope and identify additional pathways
commonly affected in aging and premature aging
syndromes such as HGPS; in addition, we intend to
identify the relevant alterations in these pathways to
develop precise therapeutic strategies.

Lamins A and C, the products of alternate splicing of
the LMNA gene, are integral components of a dynamic
and crucial cellular structure known as the nuclear
lamina [12]. They have also been considered as relay
platforms for intracellular signaling pathways reaching
to the nucleus [13] and interact with chromatin [14,15].
A comparative
analysis to map genome-wide
interactions of gene promoters with lamin A and
Progerin indicates that lamin-A associates with
transcription factors, and its variant Progerin induces
global changes in chromatin organization by enhancing
interactions with a specific subset of genes in addition
to defined lamin A associated genes [16].

In the present study we have analyzed a wide spectrum
of microarray data from replicatively senescent cell
lines, cohorts of normally-aging individuals and
individuals with HGPS. We have used our newlydeveloped pathway analysis and drug discovery tool
called GeroScope which closely resembles the
OncoFinder platform [22,23] to analyze gene
expression datasets from multiple platforms with low
error rate. This tool has the ability to elucidate and
precisely define altered features of intracellular
regulation using mathematical computations [24,25]. As
an output this algorithm produces Pathway Activation
Strength (PAS) values, where positive and negative
PAS values indicate pathway up- and down-regulation,
respectively. This approach has been previously
suggested to investigate the process of aging and rank
candidate geroprotectors [26]. On the pathway analysis
side the OncoFinder platform was modified to include a
collection of signaling pathways implicated in aging
and longevity [26].

The biological significance of interactions of lamin A
and Progerin-associated genomic regions in terms of
aging and disease has remained a major focus of
research [17,18]. Genomic instability associated with
the defective maturation of prelamin A in HGPS may
play a significant role in normal aging and disease [19].
In addition to modulation of DNA repair pathways
revealed by studies of HGPS fibroblasts [11], at least a
dozen additional pathways have been presumed to
induce human aging [20]. These may include alterations
in energy metabolism as well as nutrient-sensing
pathways [21].
Does HGPS truly represent accelerated aging, or is it
simply a simulacrum?
There has long been a question as to whether HGPS
actually recapitulates the normal aging process at the
cellular and organismal level, or is simply a simulacrum
of aging, that mimics normal aging. However, the
pathology of HGPS from the cellular level all the way
to the organismal level indicates that almost all of the
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We divided our analysis into two phases: in phase one
we analyzed the pathway changes that occur during
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increasing cell passage number as part of in vitro
cellular senescence. Our analysis of replicatively
senescing fibroblasts shows that systematic changes in
cellular pathway activation states increase as the
number of passages increase. We have termed this
phenomenon “Pathway Activation Drift”.

be targeted to decelerate the development of normal
aging and age-related symptoms using HGPS as a
model.

RESULTS
Replicative senescence of fibroblasts

In the phase two analysis, we analyzed pathway
changes during chronological aging by using data taken
from fibroblasts derived from different age groups as
well as HGPS patients. Strikingly, this analysis reveals
that signaling activation pathways in cells derived from
chronologically young patients with HGPS more
strongly resemble cells taken from normal middle-aged
and old individuals rather than cells taken from young
individuals. This strengthens the hypothesis that HGPS
truly represents accelerated aging rather than just an
aging simulacrum.

In the first phase of our analysis we wished to
understand the difference in pathway cloud activation as
cells underwent in vitro cellular senescence. Therefore
we analyzed differences between normal fibroblasts at
different in vitro cellular passage numbers, and selected
the dataset E-MTAB-2086 from the ArrayExpress
database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/) as source
data. Originally derived from a study by Lackner et al.
[27], it contains 3 groups of replicatively senescent
fibroblasts (cell line IMR90): 50 passages (4 samples),
70 passages (3 samples) and 80 passages (2 samples).
Three samples of fibroblasts that underwent only 30
passages were used as reference.

Our data also identifies additional affected pathways
that show significant therapeutic potential and could

Figure 1. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering heat map of signaling pathways for dataset E‐MTAB‐
2086. Up‐ and down‐regulated pathways are depicted in red and blue color, respectively. The first two
clustered samples on the left‐hand side of schematic represent the cells with maximum passages of
eighty, then follow three samples that underwent 70 passages and four samples grown for 50 passages.
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Figure 2. Pearson’s correlation plot build for “Young”, “Middle”, “Old” and “HGPS” groups of
fibroblasts. Samples from all datasets are combined and named according to the group they belong to.
Scale bar colors indicate the sign and magnitude of Pearson’s correlation coefficient between samples.

Application of pathway cl oud activation profiles enabled
characterization of each group individually at the
pathway level (Figure 1) and identification of specific
features that distinguished each group based on cellular
age. Examples of such pathways include mitochondrial
apoptosis, mismatch repair and other DNA-repair
mechanisms that are steadily down-regulated with
increasing passage number. On the other hand, major
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pathways such as mTOR, GSK3, TGF-beta, PAK, ILK,
GPCR and ERK are steadily up-regulated. Likewise,
GPCR, Estrogen and PPAR are up-regulated in groups
that underwent 50 and 70 passages, but are then downregulated after 80 passages. An interesting observation
involves an equally mild down-regulation of the FLT3
pathway in all of the samples of two groups of 70 and 50
passages, but variability in the group with 80 passages
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which exhibits elevated down-regulation in one sample
and mild up-regulation in the other. Similarly, SMAD
pathway exhibits moderate up-regulation in one 80passage sample but mild down-regulation in the other.
The same pattern is evident in the 70-passage set, where
the first sample exhibits moderate up-regulation while the
other three exhibit moderate down-regulation. However,
mild down-regulation is consistent in all four samples of
the 50-passage group. Evidence of variation is fairly
consistent in activation and inhibition profiles of cellularage dependent pathways, and indicates the presence of
additional gene and environment-dependent subpathways that may differentially cross-react with
increasing cellular age.
Chronological
fibroblasts

aging

of

normal

and

the samples from the “Young” group show negative
correlation with the three other groups. Principal
component analysis also shows that “HGPS”, “Middle”
and “Old” groups are closely allocated, even though
“HGPS” samples have a higher variability and in some
respect they are closer to the “Middle” group (Figure 3,
A). Surprisingly, derived from different datasets
samples from the “Old” group form a very compact
cluster. In contrast, one third of the “Young” group
samples have high pathway activation variability and
they cluster apart from the other groups. We also
produced a Venn diagram representing the number of
similarly up-/down-regulated pathways between
“Young”, “Middle”, “Old” and “HGPS” groups (Figure
3, B). Similarity of PAS values distributions of different
pathways for given groups were computed using
equivalence T-test for pairwise comparison and
equivalence F-test for comparison of three and four
groups. In accordance with previous findings "HGPS",
"Middle" and "Old" groups have 13 similarly activated
signaling pathways. Among these AR, IGF1R, HGF,
HIF1A, IP3, PAK, SMAD, TNF and TGF-beta main
pathways are up-regulated, whereas Mitochondrial
apoptosis
main
pathway
is
down-regulated.
Interestingly, pairwise comparison between "HGPS"
and "Middle" groups showed 12 additional similarly
activated pathways, once again implying their closeness
on the signalome level. On the other hand, most of the
signaling pathways for the "Young" group are not
similarly activated compared with the rest of
investigated groups. Of note, there're 5 signaling
pathways mostly associated with DNA repair that are
similarly deviating around zero in all four investigated
groups.

HGPS

Having shown that pathway activation drift occurs during
replicative senescence of fibroblasts, we decided to
compare signaling pathway activation of progeric HGPS
fibroblasts and fibroblasts taken from healthy individuals
of different ages. Taken from 7 different publicly
available datasets, based on the donor’s age, all of the
samples were divided into four groups: “Young”,
“Middle”, “Old” and “HGPS” fibroblasts (Table 1). PAS
values were obtained for each individual sample of each
group.
Comparative Pearson’s correlation shows a clear
similarity between “HGPS”, “Middle” and “Old”
groups (Figure 2). Apart for several outliers, the
samples in these three groups are tightly clustered and
positively correlated with each other. On the other hand,

Table 1. Numbers of analyzed samples divided into four investigated groups
(“Young”, “Middle”, “Old” and “HGPS”).
Dataset identifier
GSE3860
GSE15829
GSE17032
GSE28300
GSE55118
E-MEXP-2597
E-MEXP-3097
Total
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Young
4
6
5
15

Middle
1
19
5
25

30

Old
4
1
6
5
16

HGPS
18
5
3
26

Reference
[50]
[51]
[52]
[53]
[54]
[55]
[56]
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Figure 3. (A) PAS values of all samples were transformed into the first three principal components using principal
component analysis (PCA). “Young”, “Middle”, “Old” and “HGPS” are depicted in green, yellow, blue and red color
respectively. (B) Venn diagram representing the number of similarly up‐/down‐regulated pathways between “Young”,
“Middle”, “Old” and “HGPS” groups. Similarity of PAS values distributions of different pathways for given groups were
computed using equivalence T‐test (pairwise comparison) and equivalence F‐test (comparison of three and four groups).

DISCUSSION

substantiates the previously characterized findings and
reveals the correlation of cellular and organismal aging.

Our new data analysis clearly demonstrates that the
process of aging and the pathophysiology of the
premature aging syndrome HGPS are biological
processes regulated through similar pathways; each
phenomenon has intricate control mechanisms that are
distinct yet interrelated. There is clear indication of
signaling disturbance evidenced by the altered
expression of specific pathways; the major impact is
manifested in pathways that affect DNA repair and
chromatin organization in particular.

Caspase cascade pathway
The first pathway that shows clear alteration in cells
with increasing number of passages is the caspase
cascade pathway; indeed cells with additional passages
show a caspase expression profile akin to Progeric cells
(Figure 4, panel 1). Furthermore, experimental evidence
in mice indicates that caspase-2 deficiency enhances
aging traits [28]; our data indicate down regulation of
caspase pathway in aging fibroblasts.

Quantitatively diverse gene expression patterns are
suggestive of distinct and strict patterns of regulatory and
structural proteins that participate in the development of
aging symptoms at the cellular level, as well as at the
level of the whole organism. Such qualitative variability
in gene expression is most likely based on genetic
background, whereas the resulting pathology derives
from the interaction between the genome and epigenome
with environmental factors and physiological stress.

EGFR pathway
In the course of normal wound healing, fibroblasts from
surrounding intact tissue are recruited to the site of
injury/wound where they proliferate and regenerate to
participate in tissue repair and wound healing; however,
their proliferative and migratory abilities are agedependent showing a significant reduction as a function
of age [29]. Further analysis to identify the underlying
molecular mechanism of the phenomenon detected
reduced responsiveness to epidermal growth factor
(EGF) due to preferential loss of EGF receptors in these
cells [30]. Panel 2 in Figure 4 shows the aging effect
through cell-passages on EGFR1 mediated pathways
where cells representing older age show a profile closely
related to HGPS cells and the same trend is evident in
cells representing middle age. In contrast, youthful cells
show a completely opposite activation profile.

Summary of significantly altered pathways
As organismal aging affects the entire body, it is likely to
influence a number of pathways simultaneously. However, the degree of impact has to be variable depending
on the tissue in question, as well as living conditions of
the organism and unexpected environmental stress.
Below we present examples of significantly altered pathways that are clearly evident in our data analysis, which
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Figure 4. Distribution of PAS values in “Young” (Y), “Middle” (M), “Old” (O) and “HGPS” (P) groups in 14 different signaling pathways.

been shown to be activated in HGPS fibroblasts, and
our aging cells of both middle and older age groups
show a similar but slightly weaker trend of activation as
seen in panel 5 of figure 3; the same is true for the
FLT3 pathway as shown in panel 4. For this particular
pathway, both the middle and older aged group of cells
show very similar profiles of activation. In vivo
administration of hematopoietic growth factor FLT3
ligand (FLT3L) has been shown to reverse ageassociated defects in the thymus of nude mice [33] and
therefore, it is reasonable to assume that a similar
mechanism is at work in cultured mammalian cells
representing different stag es of mammalian aging.

ERK pathway
Dietary restriction through alternate day fasting has
been shown to reverse the age-associated cardiac
hypertrophy phenotype in rats through alteration of
ERK and P13K signaling pathways [31]. In our
pathway analysis, cells representing middle and old age
individuals show a tendency of activation of ERK
pathway in the same manner as has been observed in
cells from HGPS patients where cardiac phenotype is
the major cause of premature death. The activation
profile is completely opposite to the one observed in
young cells (Figure 4, panel 3).
Growth hormones
pathways

and

mediator

associated

MAPK pathway
MAPK pathway has been found to increase p38
phosphorylation in aging mice. It is the key regulator of
proinflammatory response in aging cells [34]. In our
pathway analysis, alteration in MAPK pathways in
middle-age and old samples resembles the profile
evident in HGPS cells; the profile in young cells is
distinct from these three cell types.

Mammalian growth hormone is produced in the anterior
pituitary, but its secondary mediator insulin-like growth
factor (IGF-1) is produced in diverse cell types and has
the same signaling pathway as insulin [32] thereby
participating in nutrient sensing or more specifically in
detecting the presence of glucose. This pathway has
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proteins in the pathway with a striking similarity shown
between older cells and HGPS cells; in cells
representing middle age, activation follows the same
trend but is slightly weaker despite being distinctly
different from the profile evident in younger cells.

Mitochondrial dysfunction and associated pathways
Mitochondrial dysfunction has been associated with
sarcopenia, an age-related decline of skeletal muscle
mass and function [35]. In addition to their participation
in the life and death of the cell through ATP production,
mitochondria regulate cellular apoptosis through both
extrinsic and intrinsic pathways [36]. In our analysis,
both the older and middle-aged groups of cells show
activation of mitochondria mediated pathways with the
same trend as progeric cells, despite a slightly milder
overall impact.

TGF-β-associated pathway
Differential TGF-β signaling has been found to be
associated with skin conditions of aged ethnic groups,
leading to specific aging skin features [42]. Our
comparative pathway analysis reveals that alteration in
TGF-β signaling pathway in older cells closely
resembles that in progeric cells that are severely
affected in patients with HGPS.

mTOR pathway
The mTOR pathway is vital for multiple cellular
activities [37] and is involved in increasing longevity;
its inhibition resembles dietary restriction [38]. Similar
to Progeric cells, cells equivalent to both middle and old
age groups show activation of the mTOR pathway;
activation is greater in older cells than in middle age
cells. However, the activation profile is still slightly
lower than HGPS cells, which represent not only
accelerated aging, but a highly reduced longevity.

Transcription and associated pathways
Translational modulation is another pathway likely
affected in an age-dependent manner, leading to altered
protein expression. Global association of lamin A with
transcriptional factors and participation of progerin in
alteration of chromatin organization are strong
indicators of putative alteration in transcription and
associated pathways in aging. This indeed is evident in
the last panel of figure 4 for cells representing middle
and old age; the differential alteration in pHGPS cells is
clearly evident as well. Therefore, the increasing
number of cellular passage appears to recapitulate
organismal aging at the cellular level.

Nuclear receptor mediated PPAR pathway
Nuclear receptors that belong to the group of
peroxisome-proliferator activated receptors (PPAR)
participate in key cellular processes of differentiation,
development, metabolism and malignancy through
regulation of gene transcription [39]. HGPS cells clearly
show upregulation of the PPAR pathway, and our cell
groups of increased passages representing middle and
old age respectively also show PPAR pathway
activation above the threshold level observed in young
cells. However, in this particular case the group
representing middle age also shows significant impact.

Conclusions
Key findings of various altered pathways outlined
above are consistent with previously characterized gene
expression alterations in various cell lines, primary
cultures of HGPS patients as well as those from
normally aging control individuals. The data presented
here provide evidence that cellular aging is the precondition for anatomical aging, and the overall aging
phenotype of the organism is the final outcome of
cellular aging mediated through the aging features in
specific tissues. Similarly, the comparative analysis of
altered pathways in the cells derived from HGPS
patients with normal fibroblasts representing two
different age groups indicates a higher order of
magnitude for the every altered pathway in HGPS cells.
Based on these observations, we can safely conclude
that HGPS indeed represents accelerated aging and is
not simply a “simulacrum” for aging.

SMAD-associated pathways
Paracrine mechanisms involving TGF-β and its
receptors as well as other cytokines are involved in skin
aging as well as treatment of UV induced damage [40].
Initiation of TGF-β signaling occurs with the binding of
a growth factor molecule with its receptor, either TGF-β
receptor type II, a serine-threonine kinase molecule.
This ligand bound complex is involved in activation of
TGF-β receptor type I through its phosphorylation; the
activated molecule propagates the signal through
phosphorylation of intracellular proteins known as
Smad proteins that translocate the activated complex to
the nucleus to participate in transcriptional regulation of
target genes [41,42]. The twelfth panel of figure 4
shows the activation profile of the Smad group of
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Since all of these disorders are monogenic, it may be
possible to find defensive or common pathways that
cause universal aging phenotypes resulting from gradual
misregulation as a function of age along with
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environmental factors. Several pharmaceutical drugs are
likely to affect age-associated disorders [43,44] as well
as aging and progeria [45]. Many drugs have known
effects on gene expression in the various cells and
tissues [46], and this information could be utilized for in
silico screening of possible geroprotectors and their
combinations. This study also strengthens the
hypothesis that rapamycin, everolimus and analogues
acting on the mTOR pathway may act as possible
geroprotectors effective in HGPS and normal aging
[45,46].

All of the samples gathered from these datasets were
divided into four groups: young, middle, old and HGPS
fibroblasts. The “Young”, “Middle”, “Old” groups were
formed according to the donor’s age. “Young” group
consisted of skin fibroblasts collected from donors of
15-30 years old, “Middle” - 40-55 y.o., “Old” - 60+ y.o.
Each preprocessed gene expression dataset was
independently analyzed using an algorithm called
OncoFinder [22] implemented in a new platform for
analyzing signaling pathways in aging called
GeroScope. Taking the preprocessed gene expression
data as an input it allows for cross-platform dataset
comparison with low error rate and has the ability to
obtain functional features of intracellular regulation
using mathematical estimations. For each investigated
sample it performs a case-control pairwise comparison
using Student’s t-test, generates the list of significantly
differentially expressed genes and calculates the
Pathway Activation Strength (PAS), a value which
serves as a qualitative measure of pathway activation.
Positive and negative PAS values indicate pathway upand down-regulation, respectively. In this study the
genes with |fold-change|≥1.5 and FDR-adjusted pvalue<0.05 were considered significantly differentially
expressed.

In order to define the specific steps of molecular
modulation of the pathways that lead to HGPS, in future
work we intend to extend our comparative analysis to
aging, HGPS and Werner’s Syndrome (WS), a
condition where accelerated aging begins near puberty.
In addition, we shall evaluate other maladies including
Bloom syndrome (BS), Rothmund–Thomson syndrome
(RTS), Cockayne syndrome (CS), xeroderma
pigmentosum (XP), trichothiodystrophy (TTD),
combined
xeroderma
pigmentosum-Cockayne
syndrome (XP-CS) and restrictive dermopathy (RD) in
order to identify common PAS patterns.

METHODS

Each dataset was processed separately and PAS values
for 65 main signaling pathways were calculated for
every investigated sample in the dataset (Supplementary
table 1). The PAS values for “HGPS” group from
datasets GSE3860 [50], E-MEXP-2597 [55] and EMEXP-3097 [56] were acquired using healthy human
fibroblasts taken from these datasets as a reference. In
turn, the PAS values for “Young”, “Middle” and “Old”
groups from datasets were obtained from datasets
GSE15829 [51], GSE17032 [52], GSE28300 [53] and
GSE55118 [54], using the samples from “Young” group
as a reference. Since the "Young" group samples was
normalized on itself, all PAS values of all individual
samples were zero when standard filtering thresholds
were applied. However, to account for any pathway
activation variation and gather more information, we
decided to process the "Young" group without filtering
and account the expression level of all genes obtaining
non-zero PAS values for individual samples. After PAS
values for all datasets had been calculated all samples
were combined into the group they belong to, resulting
in 15, 25, 16 and 26 samples in “Young”, “Middle”,
“Old” and “HGPS” groups respectively (Table 1).

In this study we analysed the samples gathered from
different datasets found in Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO) and ArrayExpress database (http://www.ebi.ac.
uk/arrayexpress/). To investigate the replicative
senescence of fibroblasts we used the dataset EMTAB-2086 by Lackner et al. [27]. For the
comparison of young, middle age, old and HGPS
fibroblasts we utilized 7 different datasets (summarized in Table 1).
All preprocessing procedures were performed using R
(http://www.R-project.org/) and Bioconductor Project
[47,48]. Raw microarray data from dataset E-MTAB2086 was preprocessed and quantile normalized using
"oligo" package [49]. Raw microarray data from
datasets GSE3860 [50], GSE15829 [51], GSE17032
[52], E-MEXP-2597 [55] and E-MEXP-3097 [56] was
normalized using a cytosine guanine robust multi-array
analysis (GCRMA) algorithm and summarized using
updated chip definition files from Brainarray repository
(Version 18) [57]. Datasets GSE28300 [53] and
GSE55118 [54] were preprocessed using "limma"
package from Bioconductor, implementing 'normexp'
background correction and quantile normalization [58].
Due to the absence of the raw data, preprocessed gene
expression values for dataset GSE15829 [51] were
taken as provided by authors in the original GEO
record.
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Hierarchical clustering heatmaps were generated using
'heatmap.2' function from 'gplots' package [59].
Pearson’s correlation plot with hierarchical clustering of
samples was built using 'corrplot' package [60].
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Principal component analysis was done using the
'prcomp' function in the 'stats' package. For determining
similarities of pathways between investigated groups
statistical equivalence tests were conducted. They test
the null hypothesis of difference in distribution of PAS
value between conditions against the alternative
hypothesis that these distributions are similar. For
pairwise comparison of two conditions, an equivalence
t-test was used. For comparison of three and four
conditions we performed an equivalence F-test
(equivalence one-way ANOVA test). Equivalence
intervals were chosen according to referenced values
from [61], so that all tests are comparable (0.74 for ttest and 0.74/sqrt(2) for F-test). Significance was
established using significance level 0.05.
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